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We are pleased to announce the general availability of
Quick 2.0.0. It's been a long road with 14
betas(!) and months of testing from dedicated users. The end result is a more
refined and performant product. Let's walk through some of the headline
features:

[bookmark: revamped-relationship-and-eager-loading]Revamped relationship and eager loading

Relationships in Quick now load and eager load faster.
Nested relationships
can be eager loaded. Eager loaded relationships can be
constrained at runtime.
So much love went in to relationships this release. Overall, you'll find them
fast, reliable, and extendable. Enjoy.

[bookmark: more-powerful-key-types-supporting-more-database-structures]More powerful Key Types supporting more database structures

Key Types
are Quick's way of interacting with all the different ways to handle primary
keys and databases. In Quick 2.0, Key Types are more reusable, paving the way
for new key types like sequence-based or other strategies.

[bookmark: massive-performance-increase]Massive performance increase

Removing CFCollection in favor of arrays and some good, old fashioned
performance testing led to a massive speed increase. In fact, on Lucee (thanks
to its shallow duplicate functionality), it rivals the speed of queryExecute
itself!

[bookmark: virtual-service]Virtual Service

Until we have good support for dynamic static methods, here's the next best
thing —
Virtual Quick Services.
These services act like an instance of the entity while avoiding having to
create a new entity manually each time. If you are a fan of CBORM's virtual
services, we think you'll like these.

[bookmark: cborm-compatibility-layer]CBORM compatibility layer

Speaking of CBORM, included with Quick now is a small
CBORM compatibility layer.
Now, CBORM and CFML ORM is massive. This compatibility layer seeks to make the
transition less painful by providing aliases for common retrieval and criteria
builder methods used. Check out the docs for the complete list of compatibility
methods.

[bookmark: column-aliases-in-queries]Column aliases in queries

Lastly, a small feature but a huge quality of life improvement, you can now
provide either column names or column aliases when constraining your queries. No
more having to remember to use created_date instead of createdDate.

[bookmark: wrap-up]Wrap Up

There's much more to take in! Head over to the
upgrade guide over on the
docs to take a look.

Special thanks to Andrew Davis,
Jon Clausen,
Samuel Knowlton, and
Richard Herbert for their contributions to
this release.

Whether or not you've used Quick or any ORM before, we really think you'll love
it.
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Ortus March Newsletter






Welcome to Ortus Solutions’ monthly roundup, where we're thrilled to showcase cutting-edge advancements, product updates, and exciting events! Join us as we delve into the latest innovations shaping the future of technology.
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Into the Box 2024 Last Early Bird Days!






Time is ticking, with less than 60 days remaining until the excitement of Into the Box 2024 unfolds! Don't let this golden opportunity slip away; our exclusive Early Bird Pricing is here for a limited time only, available until March 31st. Why wait? Secure your seat now and take advantage of this steal!
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Welcome to Ortus Solutions’ monthly roundup, where we're thrilled to showcase cutting-edge advancements, product updates, and exciting events! Join us as we delve into the latest innovations shaping the future of technology.
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